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 Modular water systems in the world 20-30 years

 World-wide demand for clean drinkable water

 Santa Monica Leadership in Sustainability 
 Water Garden (1990)  and SMURRF (2000)

 Malibu Septic Systems and Pollution 

 Scalable Modular Technology for Community Blocks

 Bay Area Wastewater Treatment Systems -Wasted

 Decentralized Solar Power Microgrids

 Q&A
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Sewage System Failures

 Out of Sight, Out of Mind

 Seismic Impact

 Corrosion Controls

 Valve Automation 

 Designed for Overflows

 Lack of Detection

 Toxic Substances

 Septic Systems Failures

 Methane Gases

 LEAKS

 LEAKS

 SPILLS

 SPILLS

 LEAKS

 CONTAMINATION

 POLLUTION

 POLLUTION

 GLOBAL WARMING



Bay Area Sewage Treatment 

Plants 

• Designed for Gravity Flow

• 1955 Primary Treatment

• Upgraded 1972 for Secondary 

Treatment

• Upgraded 1985 to handle 

increased flow

• Processes and removes 

activated sludge waste to 

97%

• Water disinfected with 

Hypochlorite

• Hypochlorite removed

• Water Dumped into Bay





Current Plans



Facts and Figures



Goals to Stop Wasting Water

 Replenish Underground Wells and Aquifers

 Make recycled water available to each household 
with no added cost

 Recycle all water and sludge from waste treatment 
plants and existing septic systems

 Recycle the sludge into power pellets and fertilizer

 Clean up septic waste and stormwater runoff from 
streams and beaches

 Create microgrids to create recycled water locally

 Reduce disaster impact by decentralizing utilities



EDITOR’S LETTER

By Kevin Westerling

Chief Editor, editor@wateronline.com

When Bill Gates Drank Poop Water

You may have seen it on The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon or 

learned about it from Forbes, CNN, Wired, NPR,

or Popular Mechanics. 

When Bill Gates drank water purified from sewage, promoting a new 

technology funded by the Gates Foundation, it blew people’s minds. The 

general public, however, is a different story, and  squeamishness 

surrounding “toilet to tap” (a term advocates avoid) has been a major hurdle 

in getting this needed resource implemented.

• Direct and indirect potable reuse will need to be increasingly utilized 

as the stresses of population growth and drought converge,

• Gates normalized the idea for millions overnight, creating waves of 

mainstream influence that continue to resonate and turn the tide 

toward widespread public acceptance.

mailto:editor@wateronline.com




















Malibu HMB

 Polluted oceanfront, 
rivers and streams

 Long and Narrow Land

 Hills and Ocean 
boundaries

 Limited access

 Relies on Tourism

 Septic Only

 No Growth Fear/Politics

 Polluted oceanfront, 
rivers and streams

 Long and Narrow Land

 Hills and Ocean 
boundaries

 Limited access

 Relies on Tourism

 Septic and Sewer

 No Growth Fear/Politics

Lessons Learned from Malibu to HMB











Malibu 1999-2015



Malibu Solution after 20 years of delay



SUMMARY OF PHASE ONE (AS OF MAY 2019):

o All developed properties are now connected, including all City-owned 

properties

o New commercial development anticipated to be completed and 

connected in May

o Remaining properties are undeveloped

o Currently treating an average flow of 50,000 – 70,000 gallons per day

o All treated flow has been in compliance with permit requirements

o Approximately 32,000 linear feet (six miles) of wastewater and recycled 

water lines were installed

o Currently supplying 47,500 – 66,500 gallons per day of recycled water

o Phase One Cost: $60.1 million 

Alternative Cost for Local Microgrid Solution

70,000 GPD= 7 Plants (@ 10,000 GPD each) x $400 K each install = $ 2.8 million





Malibu Beach Club Condos









Existing  Modular Technology





Modular Building Size Systems



Smart solutions for water reuse and wastewater 
treatment

nrPUR – UF Membrane Platform

nrPUR is a pre-assembled and factory-tested permeate platform with integrated automation, permeate

pumps, air scour blowers and instrumentation. With a completely modular design, nrPUR is scalable from

less than 2,500 gpd (10 m3/d) to over 1,000,000 gpd (4,000 m3/d) making it ideal for onsite wastewater

treatment.

The nrPUR’s UF membranes offer the optimal mechanism for the advanced separation of suspended solids

and act as a physical barrier to any solids larger than 0.1 micron, ensuring the highest quality treated water

for discharge or reuse.

Optimal solution for water reuse

nrPUR can be easily combined with biological treatment to supply a complete advanced wastewater

treatment solution such as a Membrane BioReactor (MBR). Alternatively, the nrPUR system can be used

to upgrade existing conventional wastewater treatments plants (e.g. Activated Sludge, Rotating Biological

Contactors, etc) to improve discharge quality and produce safe water for reuse.

nrPUR in a MBR configuration



Example: Below ground configuration - > 10,000 gpd



Domestic / 
Commercial

Turn-key solutions for organic wastewater treatment

Food & Beverage

For more information:
Sales@enereau.com
www.enereau.com

mailto:Sales@Enereau.com


Infrastructure

 60 year old pipes, stations, pumps need replacement

 Long distances, One-way to Plant. No returns

 Difficult & Expensive to retrofit, upgrade, expand

 Meeting the needs of growing communities

 Recycling at 13-15%

 Sewage spills pollute environment, aquafers

 Storm water runoff most difficult to handle.

 Cannot see leaks, spills, breaks and pollution













Conclusion

 Technology is there, people are not !!!!!!!

 Clean Water Act has been dormant in many cases

 Educate, Motivate, Activate and Litigate

 Great opportunity to save water for multiple 
purposes by going local and modular

 Reduce costs to Cities for infrastructure

 Reduce inefficiencies in transport

 Recapture the Aquafers, Rivers and Bays

 Purify runoff and waste streams locally

 HEAL THE BAY



Future for CA Wastewater Re-use

 In 2014 WaterReuse estimated that by 2020 over 

2,300 MGD treated wastewater will be discharged  to 

surface waters or the ocean.

 Over 1,000 MGD could be used for indirect potable 

re-use which would meet the residential, commercial 

and industrial water needs for 8,000,000 people, or 

20% of projected population of CA in 2020

 A number of communities throughout the country are 

evaluating the use for direct potable re-use to 

supplement their current water supply



Recommendations

 Discontinue expansion of existing Sewage Treatment 

Plants except to maintain and purify (Tertiary)

 Due to sea level rise, start construction of retention and 

underwater storage facilities along the coastline, creating 

platforms and  foundations for waterfront parks 

 Mandate Wastewater microgrids with tertiary treatment at 

the local community level at 10,000 GPD modular units, 

combining existing proven technology for local recycling

 Ban the use of Septic systems and require tertiary 

treatment at the residential level.
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